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REVOLUTIONARY GREETINGS TO THE FDJ's 
OCTOBER 3, 2020, CAMPAIGN RALLY IN BERLIN

(“30 YEARS ARE ENOUGH ! 
ONWARD TO REVOLUTION AND SOCIALISM !)

Dear comrades : 

The  Partido  Komunista  ng  Pilipinas (PKP-1930, the Philippine Communist Party)
has the pleasure to send its revolutionary greetings to the October 3, 2020, Campaign Rally in
Berlin  of  the  FJD's  campaign  :  “30  Years  are  Enough  !  Onward  to  Revolution  and
Socialism”.

Indeed, the 30 years of the temporary setback to socialism in Germany has shown that
the annexation of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) by the revanchist German Reich
only resulted in more unemployment, barbarism, hunger and want in Germany, as well as in
other countries affected by German imperialism.  

The imperialist  annexation of the GDR in October  1990 was rooted on the rise of
special agents of imperialism and other capitalist roaders who wormed their way to the top
echelons of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, with the aim of dismantling the USSR
and the socialist community. October 1990 marked the liquidation by German imperialism of a
socialist state on German soil --- the monopolies' plunder and destruction of the state sector
of the economy in the former GDR, the planting of revisionist views and outright lies against
the theory and practice of socialism, and the all-out humiliation of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany (SUPG/SED)'s political leadership.

October  1990  unfortunately  saw  the  widespread  bribery  and  brainwashing  of  the
population of the former GDR, who were inveigled to forget the social protections of socialism,
to accept the lies about the alleged “inefficiency” of a planned economy, and to surrender to
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so-called “natural” developments in the return to capitalism –- the return of unemployment
and racism, the legalization of prostitution, the rise of neo-nazi and other revanchist groups,
and the shameless revision of history to serve anti-Sovietism and anti-communism. 

But the experiences of the past 30 years of counter-revolutionary "colour revolutions"
in all the countries of the former socialist community has shown only one lesson –- that a
return to  capitalism brings nothing to the peoples everywhere but chaos, exploitation, the
return of ethnic or religious and other senseless conflicts, the sell-out to and dependency on
imperialism,  and  to  terror  and  persecution  against  communists  and  other  workingclass
advocates of socialism.  

The  shameful  situation  where  the  people  of  the  whole  of  Germany  have  become
complicit in the revanchist role in the imperialist wars against Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Syria
and Libya, and in the present war plans against Iran, Venezuela and other anti-imperialist
countries, has been made possible only with the occupation and liquidation of the GDR.

We therefore  salute your call for the unification of the revolutionary working youth in
the struggle for the socialist alternative, to fight against the Greater German Reich, and to
overthrow German imperialism. We are happy to note that this struggle for socialism of the
revolutionary youth of Germany is being led by the FDJ, which has a proud history of struggle
against Hitlerite fascism, and which produced many brave heroes and martyrs during the grim
years of nazi rule.

We wish every success to your rally in Berlin this October 3, as your campaign reaches
its first year's culmination. Further, we wish greater strength to the  FDJ in your continuing
struggle : Onward Ever for Revolution and Socialism !

With communist greetings,

ANTONIO  E.  PARIS
General Secretary     


